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Heavy charged leptons in an SU(3)~ t3 U(1)~ model
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We consider an SU(3)J. I3 U(1)~ model for the electroweak interactions which includes extra
charged leptons which do not mix with the known leptons. These new leptons couple to Z only
through vector currents. We consider constraints on the mass of one of these leptons coming from
the Z width and from the muon (g —2) factor. The last one is less restrictive than the former.

PACS number(s): 12.15.Cc, 14.60.3j

Recently, it was pointed out that models with SU(3), I3
SU(3)L, U(1)~ symmetry have interesting features and
could be possible extensions of the standard model for
the interactions of quarks and leptons [1—3].

In order to make the model anomaly-free, two of the
three quark generations transform identically and one
generation, it does not matter which, transforms in a dif-
ferent representation of SU(3)1. I3 U(1)iv. One can easily
check that all gauge anomalies cancel out in this the-
ory. Although each generation is anomalous, this type
of construction is only anomaly-&ee when the number
of generations is divisible by 3. Thus three generations
are singled out as the simplest nontrivial anomaly-free
SU(3) SU(3)1, 13 U(1)~ model.

Here we will consider a model which has the same
quark sector of Ref. [1] but with a different leptonic sec-
tor. Let us start by defining the charge operator as

1
As —v SAs) + N,

c 2

the A's being the usual Gell-Mann matrices of SU(3) and
N is the U(1)iv charge.

The leptonic sector includes, in addition to the usual
charged leptons and their respective neutrinos, charged
heavy leptons and transform as triplets (3, 0) under
SU(3)L, I3 U(1)~..

e' - (3, 0),«-").
where a = 1, 2, 3 is the family index. The primed
fields are symmetry eigenstates. In the SU(3)L, U(1)~
model considered in Ref. [1] all charged leptons degrees
of freedom, i.e. , e7, (e~)', belong to the same triplet.
Hence there are no right-handed singlets. However,
in the present model, only left, -handed fields appear in
Eq. (2) and for this reason we have to add the corre-
sponding right-handed components, e'~ (1,—1) and
E'+& (1,+1). The introduction of right-handed neutri-
nos is optional.

The addition of the right-handed singlets does not
change the anomaly cancellation since the new leptons
have opposite charge in relation to the known charged
leptons.

The model has an extra global U(l) symmetry. Hence
we can assign a lepton number for every field in Eq. (2).
Assuming that all fields in Eq. (2) have the same lepton
number, the mass term g'&@bL, is forbidden. Thus there
is no mixing between the e'

L and E'L leptons. Since we
have not introduced right-handed neutrinos, they remain
massless.

In order to generate lepton masses, we introduce the
following Higgs triplets p and y:

( p+ l - (3 1)
(p++)

(3)

The third Higgs triplet rl (3, 0) which is needed in
the quark sector would give mass to the neutrinos if we
have introduced right-handed. neutrinos transforming as
singlets under SU(3) I, ISU(1)iv. Here we will not consider
in detail the gauge sector since it is the same as in Ref. [1].
Let us just remember that there are three charged vector
bosons TV+, V+, U++ and two neutral ones Z and Z'.

The Yukawa interaction in the leptonic sector is

~l GabgaLes~p GasgaLEsgg + H.c ~ (4)

In particular the mass term is

l: = uG se' I e—~Ji
—ioG'

bE'IEGER

+ H.c., (5)
where u (to) is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of
the p (yo). We can diagonalize the matrices in Eq. (5)
defining

o,L ab bI, ~ 6
e R ——"be~R

E~l, —V~bEbI. , E~R —V~~Eb~)

2y = Ri p" (8„+ig'B„NR) R

+Lip" 0„+ B„XI,+ —A. %'„ I,ig' zg

2 " 2 )

the unprimed fields are mass eigenstates which will be
denoted by e,p, T and E+, M+, T+. Notice that the
masses of the new leptons are proportional to the VEV
io, which is in control of the SU(3) symmetry and could
be very heavy.

Next, let us consider the current-vector boson interac-
tions which are read off from
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where R (L) denotes any right-handed singlet (left-
handed triplet).

The electric charge is defined as

gsin8

(1+3sixl 8) 2
(8)

with t = tan 8 = g'/g. In terms of the weak mixing angle
Oxv defined as 1/ cos Hxx = Mz/Mg, we can write down

) [ e I,p"v I.W„+E X,p"K bvbX, V+2.
+e I.p"KtbEbL, U„]+ H.c., (10)

where we have de6ned v L, ——U b vbI and the mixing
matrix K is de6ned as K = V tU~. The gauge bosons
V+ and U„have a mass greater than 4 TeV [1].

In this model there is also an additional neutral vector
boson Z' with a mass greater than 40 TeV [1]. The
neutral currents have the form

[ax, (f)fv" (1 —ws)f + aR(f)fv" (1+ws)f]2c~

coupled to the Z, and

Jz = — [a'L, (f)A'"(1 —~.)f + a'R(f )A"(I+ ~5)f]

coupled to the Z'o, where f denotes any fermion.
Explicitly one has

I 1
al, (v') = —, aR(v ) = 0,

1 (1 —42:5 '
a'x, (v.') = —

I I, a'R(v.') =o
)

for neutrinos,

(i2)

(i3)

IaL(e ) = ——+z, aR(e' ) = x,

(14)

i (I —4~1 ( 3

for the lightest charged leptons e, and

aL, (E') = aR(E') = -z,
(15)

-'(E.') = —
I I

-R(E.') =-
I

&1 —4~):, , ( 3
3 ) li —4zj

for the heavy charged leptons E, with ~ = sin 0~.
Notice that the heavy leptons E' have pure vector cur-

rent interactions with the Z neutral gauge boson. Prom

sin 8~
~ 21 —4 sin 0~

The charged current interactions in terms of the mass
eigenstates are

Eqs. (13)—(15) we see that the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani
(GIM) xnechanisxn is implemented.

The charged Higgs boson interaction Lagrangian is

ma mb ++&aI eaRp KabEaI ebRp
tL

X bv I,Eb~y — K be I.Ebony + H.c.,
tU ZU

(16)

where m and M denote the mass of e and E leptons
respectively. The heavy charged leptons in this model do
not belong to any of the four types of heavy leptons usu-
ally considered in the literature: (i) sequential leptons,
(ii) paraleptons, (iii) ortholeptons, or (iv) long-lived pen-
etrating particles; hence, the experimental limits already
existing [4] do not apply directly to thexn.

For example, a direct search for heavy leptons pro-
duced in e+e colliders has been done, but with the
heavy leptons being assumed coupled to the Z in the
same way as ordinary leptons. These heavy sequential
charged and neutral leptons have been excluded except if
both masses are larger than 42.8 GeV [5]. In the present
model the new charged leptons have couplings to the neu-
tral vector bosons (Z, Z' ) which are different &om those
of the lightest leptons as can be seen from Eqs. (14) and
(i5).

The main decay modes of the new leptons are those
among the exotic leptons themselves as M+ ~ E+v v~,
assuming MM )M~.

Search for these charged leptons could be made in
colliding-beam experiments e+e —+ L+I, pair pho-
toproduction p + Z ~ L+L Z* and in neutrino experi-
ments v+ Z —+ I + Z* where L+ denotes E+, M+ or
r+ [6].

Decays as L+ + vL, +hadrons imply hadrons involving
exotic quarks with charge 5/3 and —4/3.

Next, we consider some possible constraints on the
new leptons masses. The partial decay width for the
Zo decaying into massless fermions is [4] I'(Z -+ ff) =
[C(G~Mzs)/6~2vr][V2 + A2], where V' = aL + aR and
A' = a& —aR with aL, aR defined in Eqs. (13)—(15).
For leptons, C = 1. We see that V, = —1/2 + 2x,
A, = —1/2 and V@ = —2x, A@ = 0. In the massless
limit the contribution of one of the exotic leptons, say
E+, to the Zo partial width is 0.84 x I'(Z ~ e+e ). It
means that we have to consider corrections for massive
fermions. Assuming that ME ( Mz/2 one has [7]

G M3
I'(Z m EE) = (1 —4@@)& (1+2@@)Vg, (17)

6 2'
since Aa = 0 and p~ = M&~/Mz. Assuming that the
contribution for the Z -+ EE is of the order of 20 MeV,
which is coxnpatible with the uncertainty in the mea-
surement of the total Z width [8], we conclude that the
mass of the E+ must be restricted to the interval 38.17—
45.57 GeV. The other two exotic leptons may have masses
larger than Mz/2.

On the other hand, there are contributions to muon
g —2 via transitions such as p -+ M+V —+ p . As
this quantity has been measured very accurately [9], it
can be used to restrict the range of the parameters in a
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given model for the electroweak interactions [10]. General
expressions valid for an arbitrary gauge model have been
given in Ref. [11],from which it is easy to verify that the
contribution of a lepton-E to a„= (g —2)~/2 is

U W]~
~

~

W
~

W~
~

—4

pm' lM~~ "pm'
if m~ && M~ && MU, where a„ is the usual one-loop
weak contributions and MU is the U vector boson
mass. Hence, these contributions are negligible even
when M Mz/2.

There are also contributions to the muon g —2 due
to charged scalars such as p —+ y v, p v —+ p and
p —+ y M+, p M+ ~ p . In this case a fac-
tor (M /m~)(M~/m&) appears, where P is any charged

scalar. These contributions are also negligible if m~ &)
M~, as is the case, since the charged scalars have masses
proportional to m 8 TeV which is the VEV that induces
the first symmetry breaking [1].

Anyway, the scalar contributions could be negligible
because the p —P coupling is small. There could be also
a cancellation between both contributions from charged
vector and scalar bosons [12]. Hence the muon g —2 is
not so restrictive on the heavy lepton and charged scalar
masses. The contributions to electron g —2 are smaller
than those to the muon for factors m, /m„or m2/m2.
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